Safety Information and Regulations

These instructions apply to all individuals entering the BASF SE site by foot or vehicle.

The following restrictions apply throughout the premises:

- Smoking, fire, open flames, and the use of electronic cigarettes are prohibited (including in vehicles).
- Import and consumption of alcoholic Beverages and other intoxicants are prohibited.
- Photography and filming are prohibited.
- All cameras and electronic recording devices, including the corresponding film and storage media, must be deposited at the gate; Exception: camera phones.
- Hazardous substance! Keep well back, do not touch it.
- The company ID or day pass must be worn on the outside clothing and be visible at all times.

In certain areas the following restrictions apply:

- No cell phones. Please turn off your mobile phone. Exceptions can be requested on site.
- Access prohibited to unauthorized persons.
- Potentially explosive area! Conductive footwear must be worn. Electronic devices (e.g. smartphone, smartwatch) or ignition sources (e.g. lighters) are prohibited. Only permitted devices may be brought into this area.
- Reporting office: Please report here when entering the facility.
- Freight elevators without a solid inner door may only be used by trained persons. The alarm regulations inside buildings must be followed.

The German Road Traffic Regulations (StVO) and Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (StVZO) apply throughout the premises, with the following additional regulations:

- Maximum speed 30 km/hour
- Wide line (broken line): “Yield”
- Solid red line along the curb / edge of the lane: “No stopping permitted”
- Broken colored line in the middle of the lane: “No parking permitted”
- Mandatory stop: when exiting work yards, crossing a lowered curb, or leaving roadside parking / loading areas
- No parking under pipeline bridges, above underground hydrants and above manholes
- Yield to rail vehicles; rails must be kept clear; minimum distance from outside rail edge: 1.5 m
- Vehicles parked in violation of regulations will be towed at the owner’s expense.
- Cyclists must wear a protective helmet; they may not ride side by side and may not pass other vehicles on the right.

- Maintain sufficient safety distance from automated guided vehicles (AGV)
- AGVs do not recognize hand signals or gestures
- AGVs have priority at intersections
- Specially marked AGV loading zones must be kept clear

All orders and instructions given by site security staff, members of the site fire brigade, and shunting personnel must be followed immediately. Any individual who violates the above rules and regulations may be denied access to the site. BASF SE shall not be liable for any damages caused by actions in violation of these rules.
Procedures in case of operational malfunction or accident:

- Keep away from the location of the incident.
- Do not walk or drive through spills, unidentified solids, dusts, leaking gases, or smoke.
- Do not enter blocked areas. Do not obstruct rescue operations.
- In case of danger or sound of acoustic emergency signal (signal with interval pauses or rapidly increasing and decreasing pitch): Leave the danger area, if possible in a cross-wind direction, or
  - enter the nearest enclosed building, and
  - find the reporting office/control room to receive instructions on further measures.
  - If in a vehicle, leave the danger area quickly without endangering others; park the vehicle in such a way that no rescue or escape routes are obstructed
- Within plants, facilities, and buildings, always follow the instructions of the operating staff.
- In case of irregularities such as leaking liquids, gas clouds, or accident, call the site fire brigade.
- In case of health impairments, seek medical assistance or call emergency services.

The BASF site Ludwigshafen is subject to the German Hazardous Incident Ordinance (Störfallverordnung).

The competent authorities have been provided with the information required by the Hazardous Incident Ordinance.

In the production facilities, chemical substances are converted in reaction tanks or other equipment. These reactions often take place under high pressure and high temperatures. Raw materials, intermediates, and end products are stored in appropriate facilities.

On the Ludwigshafen site, a major part of the substances listed in the Hazardous Incident Ordinance is handled. In particular, these can have the following characteristics:
very toxic, toxic, dangerous to the environment, highly flammable, flammable, oxidizing, explosive, and carcinogenic.

The cause of an incident may be fire, explosion, or release of toxic substances.

BASF will take appropriate measures to prevent incidents or, in case of occurrence, limit their effects as far as possible. Internal emergency response and risk management plans have been coordinated with the competent authorities and are in accordance with external emergency response and risk management plans.